
BOUMÉ
Boumé is a newly established fine jewelry brand — made in Germany, with Love. Boumé exclusively uses 18k gold to guarantee 
the highest quality possible of each handmade piece. Every piece evolves from a cube, making “the cube” the spirit of Boumé. 
Boumé encourages you to express your individuality and lifestyle by either customizing your own unique piece of fine jewelry, or 
by purchasing an item from our Collections. 

COLLECTIONS	
Our Collections serve to inspire the Boumé enthusiast. We continually develop and enlarge our jewelry collections to deliver up 
to date statement pieces. These pieces represent Boumé´s idea of a label — a testament to emotions and expressions put in a 
simple word or phrase.

Our Classic Collection captures the elegant spirit 
of Boumé. Each piece is simple and classic yet 
unique, portraying extravagance in its most 
elementary form.

CUSTOMIZATION	
By creating your unique Boumé Jewelry, or as we like to call it by BUILDing 
the jewelry yourself, everyone is empowered to express their wildest fantasies 
and wear them out loud.

CUBES — Cubes come in one of three gold tones, which are available in 
two different sizes. You can further choose from a variety of symbols, 
enameled in a spectrum of colors.  

COLOR	BRACELET	— Optionally the individualized Cubes can be 
combined with our unique Color Bracelets. The piece is non-detachable and 
designed to make your statement lasting for a lifetime. 

BASICS — Alternatively, the Cubes are an ideal add-on to our Basics — the 
carriers of our Cubes, designed to be taken apart. Cubes can be added or 
adjusted, changing each Boumé piece according to everyday desires. 

The Character line gives the opportunity to 
embrace who one is or who one wants to be.
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For any further information please contact 

question@boumé.com

Or visit our website 

www.boume.com

Each piece of our Onecube Collection consists 
of ONE word on ONE Cube, concealing a 
hidden message. 

MADE IN GERMANY


